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Abstract. As we approach the physical limits of CMOS technology, advances in
materials science and nanotechnology are making available a variety of uncon-
ventional computing substrates that can potentially replace top-down-designed
silicon-based computing devices. Inherent stochasticity in the fabrication process
and nanometer scale of these substrates inevitably lead to design variations, de-
fects, faults, and noise in the resulting devices. A key challenge is how to harness
such devices to perform robust computation. We propose reservoir computing
as a solution. In reservoir computing, computation takes place by translating the
dynamics of an excited medium, called a reservoir, into a desired output. This
approach eliminates the need for external control and redundancy, and the pro-
gramming is done using a closed-form regression problem on the output, which
also allows concurrent programming using a single device. Using a theoretical
model, we show that both regular and irregular reservoirs are intrinsically robust
to structural noise as they perform computation.
1 Introduction
The approaching physical limits of silicon-based semiconductor technology are making
conventional top-down designed computer architecture prohibitive [1]. Recent advances
in materials science and nanotechnology suggest that unconventional computer archi-
tectures could be a viable technological and economical alternative. Some proposed al-
ternative architectures are based on molecular switches and memristive crossbars [2, 3]
that possess highly regular structure. Another emerging approach is self-assembly of
nanowires and memristive networks [4, 5], which results in irregular structure. Major
obstacles to using such architectures are design variations, defects, faults, and suscep-
tibility to environmental factors such as thermal noise and radiation [6]. How should
one program an unreliable system with unknown structure to perform reliable compu-
tation? Here we use a novel implementation of reservoir computing with sparse input
and output connections to model self-assembled nanoscale systems and analyze their
robustness to structural noise in the system.
Most approaches assume knowledge of the underlying architecture and rely on
reconfiguration and redundancy to achieve programming and fault tolerance [7–10].
There have been two recent proposals on how to program such devices to perform clas-
sification and logic operation using a “black-box” approach [11, 12]. Both approaches
are based on a theoretical model, called a randomly assembled computer (RAC), real-
ized by a network of interacting nodes with sparse and irregular connectivity. All nodes
are initialized to zero and update their state according to a global clock, and each node
calculates its next state using its transfer function and connections to other nodes. Three
types of external signals are connected to randomly chosen nodes: inputs, outputs, and
controls. The task is to program the device to compute the desired output for a given
input using a proper control signal. The optimal control signal will modify the propa-
gation of input across the network so that input is processed as required and the desired
result is presented at the output. The optimal control signals are computed using sim-
ulated annealing. The key property of this model is sparse random external interfaces,
i.e., input, output, and controls. The model’s only fundamental and reasonable assump-
tion is that there is enough connectivity that the input and control signals can propagate
through the network and reach the output. This model has shown impressive perfor-
mance and inherent robustness to noise [11]. In RAC, the computation takes place by
initializing the network with a fixed state and presenting the input signal to the network,
and then the network runs until the output is produced. This cycle is repeated for each
new input pattern. The computation is therefore sensitive to the initial state of the net-
work and the control signals must be calculated based on the desired computation, the
structure, and the initial state of the network.
We propose the reservoir computing (RC) paradigm [13] as an alternative program-
ming approach to unconventional and irregular architectures. RC lets the network dy-
namics be perturbed by the input signal and maps the network states to the desired
output using closed-form linear regression. In addition to the connectedness assump-
tion from RAC, we require the network to have a slowly converging dynamics. RC
provides several advantages over RAC. In RC, the computation is not sensitive to the
initial state of the system and there is no need for control signals, which leads to sim-
pler design and implementation. Also, the training is done in a closed-form regression
and does not need an iterative process. Moreover, nonlinear computation is inherently
enabled by the network dynamics acting as a recursive kernel and extracting nonlinear
features of the input signal [14]. Noise in the input, the network states, and the interac-
tions between the nodes can be treated using a regularization term and can be scaled to
achieve the best performance. This is particularly attractive, because RC depends on the
dynamics to compute, and structural change may have adverse effects on the dynamical
regime of the system, which would normally require retraining the network. In addi-
tion, the programming is performed on the output instead of the task-specific control
of the network, and therefore we can compute multiple functions simultaneously using
the same device. In contrast to existing RC implementations [15, 16], the novelty of
our work is the consideration of sparse input and output to model unconventional com-
puter architectures, and the analysis of robustness in the presence of structural noise
in the network, possibly due to thermal noise and radiation that change the electrical
properties of the network. In classical implementations of RC, the input and output are
connected to all the internal nodes and the system is assumed to operate in a noise-free
environment. We demonstrate the performance and robustness of RC using regular and
irregular networks and analyze the memory capacity and nonlinear computational per-
formance of the system subject to structural noise. Our results show that RC can be a
viable approach to using self-assembled and nanoscale substrates to implement robust,
special-purpose signal processing devices.
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Fig. 1: Computation in a reservoir computer. The reservoir is an excitable dynamical system with
N readable output states represented by the vector X(t). The input signal u(t) is fed into one or
more points i in the reservoir with a corresponding weight wini denoted with weight column vector
Win = [wini ].
2 Background
Reservoir computing was independently introduced by Maass, Natschla¨ger, and Markram
[17] and by Jaeger [18]. Echo state networks (ESN) are one of the most popular RC
paradigms, and have shown promising results in time series computing and predic-
tion [19, 20], voice recognition [21], nonlinear system identification [22], and robot
control [23]. An ESN [16, 22, 24, 25] consists of an input-driven recurrent neural net-
work, which acts as the reservoir, and a readout layer that reads the reservoir states and
produces the output. Unlike a classical recurrent neural network, where all the nodes are
interconnected and their weights are determined during a training process, in an ESN
the nodes are interconnected using random weights and random sparse connectivity be-
tween the nodes. The input and reservoir connections are initialized and fixed, usually
with no further adaptation.
Figure 2 shows a schematic of an ESN. The readout layer is usually a linear com-
bination of the reservoir states. The readout weights are determined using supervised
learning techniques, where the network is driven by a teacher input and its output is
compared with a corresponding teacher output to estimate the error. Then, the weights
can be calculated using any closed-form regression technique [25] in offline training
contexts, or using adaptive techniques if online training is needed [22]. Mathemati-
cally, the input-driven reservoir is defined as follows. Let N be the size of the reservoir.
We represent the time-dependent inputs as a column vector u(t), the reservoir state as
a column vector x(t), and the output as a column vector y(t). The input connectivity
is represented by the matrix Win and the reservoir connectivity is represented by an
N×N weight matrix Wres. For simplicity, we assume one input signal and one output,
u(t)
Wres
b
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Fig. 2: Schematic of an ESN. A dynamical core called a reservoir is driven by input signal u(t).
The states of the reservoir x(t) extended by a constant 1 and combined linearly to produce the
output y(t). The reservoir consists of N nodes interconnected with a random weight matrix Wres.
The connectivity between the input and the reservoir nodes is represented with a randomly gener-
ated weight matrix Win. The reservoir states and the constant are connected to the readout layer
using the weight matrix Wout . The reservoir and the input weights are fixed after initialization,
while the output weights are learned using a regression technique.
but the notation can be extended to multiple inputs and outputs. The time evolution of
the reservoir is given by:
x(t + 1) = f (Wres ·x(t)+Win ·u(t)), (1)
where f is the transfer function of the reservoir nodes that is applied element-wise to
its operand. This is usually the hyperbolic tangent, but sigmoidal or linear functions
can be used instead. The output is generated by the multiplication of an output weight
matrix Wout of length N +1 and the reservoir state vector x(t) extended by a constant 1
represented by x′(t):
y(t) = Wout ·x′(t). (2)
The output weights Wout must be trained using a teacher input-output pair using
regression [16, 26, 27]. This regression can be performed in closed form and therefore
ESN training is very efficient compared with classical recurrent neural network training,
which requires a time-consuming iterative process [28].
In ESN, the reservoir acts as a recursive kernel which creates an expressive spa-
tiotemporal code for the input signal [14]. In ESNs, to create the required spatiotempo-
ral feature space, the reservoir must enjoy the so-called echo state property [24] (ESP):
over time the asymptotic state of the reservoir depends only on the history of the in-
put signal u(t), i.e., the dynamics is independent of the initial state of the network.
Jaeger [24] showed that to satisfy this condition, the reservoir weight matrix Wres must
have the spectral radius λ max < 1 and the largest singular values σmax < 1.
3 Experimental Setup
3.1 Reservoir Generation and Inducing Noise
(a) (b)
Fig. 3: Schematic for structure of a SCR
reservoir (a) and a random sparse reser-
voir (b).
Similar to [27], we use RC with a simple cy-
cle reservoir (SCR) and ESNs with sparse ran-
domly generated reservoirs for our experiments.
We specify the number of reservoir nodes by N.
We use the hyperbolic tangent transfer function
in both models. In SCR, the reservoir nodes are
connected in a cycle and have identical weights
r, 0 < r < 1. It has been shown [27] that despite
the simplicity of this model its performance is
comparable to sparse random reservoirs. In an
ESN, a fraction l of all possible connections are
chosen to have non-zero weights and the rest of
the connections are assigned zero; half of the
non-zero weights are assigned −0.47 and the
other half are assigned +0.47. The choice of
±0.47 ensures ESP, which otherwise can be achieved by scaling the reservoir weight
matrix as Wres ← λ Wres/λ max , where λ max is the spectral radius of Wres and λ is the
desired spectral radius 0 < λ < 1. The non-zero weights are chosen independently and
randomly, which results in an Erdo¨s-Re´nyi network structure [29]. Figure 3 illustrates
the structure of SCR and random sparse reservoirs. For both models, the input signal
is connected to half of the nodes that are picked randomly and the input weights are
chosen from the set {−v,+v} according to Bernoulli distribution, where v is the in-
put coefficient. For our experiments, we use sets of input coefficients V , SCR reservoir
weights R, and ESN spectral radii Λ varying in the range [0.1,0.9] with 0.1 increments.
To study the effect of structural noise on RC performance, we add a white noise
term, with standard deviation σ , to n randomly chosen non-zero entries of Wres at each
time step t. This will cause the non-zero entries of Wres to vary around their initial
value according to a normal distribution. Our motivation for this is to model short term
temporal variations in the structural properties of nanoscale networks. These variations
are known to follow a normal distribution [30]. We choose n for each experiment to
make sure the fraction of noisy weights is constant across all reservoirs.
3.2 Simulation, Training, and Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of each model, we generate 50 streams of random numbers
picked uniformly from the interval [−1,+1]. For each stream a new ESN or SCR was
instantiated with randomized states uniformly picked from the interval [−1,+1]. The
system was then driven for T + 2,000 time steps. The first T steps were then discarded
to account for the transient period, where T is chosen to be half of the reservoir size
N. We randomly chose half the reservoir nodes to read reservoir states; the states of
these nodes were then collected and augmented with a constant 1 as inductive bias and
arranged row-wise into a matrix X, which was used for calculating the output weights
Wout given by:
Wout = M · ŷ, (3)
where ŷ is the expected output. The matrix M is usually calculated using either an
ordinary linear regression technique as (XT ·X)−1 ·XT , or a ridge regression technique
as (XT ·X+ γ2I)−1 ·XT , where γ is the regularization factor, and I is the identity matrix
of order N+1. In general the spectra of XT X should be studied to choose an appropriate
inversion technique. We found that using the Penrose-Moore pseudo-inverse of X for
M, which minimizes its norm, produces the most stable results. We calculated this using
MATLAB’s pinv function. To test performance, we drove the system for another T +
2000 time steps of each stream, created the matrix X as before, and calculated the output
as in Equation 2. We evaluate the robustness of SCR and ESN as percent change in their
performance for two different tasks described below.
Memory Capacity (MC). Jaeger [24] defined the memory capacity task to quantify
the short-term memory of the reservoir in ESN by measuring how well the network
can reconstruct the input after τ number of time steps. The coefficient of determination
between the input and a τ-delayed version of the input as output of ESN is:
MCτ =
cov2(u(t− τ),y(t))
var(u(t))var(y(t))
. (4)
The total memory capacity of a network is then given by:
MC =
∞
∑
τ=1
MCτ . (5)
Assuming a zero-centered uniformly random stream as input, the memory capacity for
ESN is bounded by the size of the reservoir MC < N [24] , and N− 1 < MC < N for
SCR [27]. However, the empirical values vary based on experimental conditions. We
derive the networks with the input streams as described previously in this section and
we measure the MC for both ESN and SCR of size N = 50, using a finite sum of MCτ up
to τ = 200. We can then measure memory robustness as the ratio of memory capacity
of noisy systems MC to the noise-free systems MC∗ for ESN and SCR as follows:
Γ ESNMC (v,λ ) =
MC(v,λ )
MC∗(v,λ ) and Γ
SCR
MC (v,r) =
MC(v,r)
MC∗(v,r) (6)
where k is the fraction of noise-induced connections and σ is the standard deviation
of the noise. We let MC(v,λ ) and MC(v,r) denote the memory capacity of ESN with
parameters v and λ , and memory capacity of SCR with parameters v and r, respectively.
Nonlinear Autoregressive Moving Average (NARMA). NARMA is a nonlinear task
with long time lag designed to measure neural network capability to compute nonlinear
functions of previous inputs and outputs. The 10-th order NARMA system NARMA10
is defined as follows:
y(t) = 0.3y(t− 1)+ 0.05y(t− 1)
10
∑
i=1
y(t− i)+ 1.5u(t− 10)u(t− 1)+ 0.1. (7)
The input ut is drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval [0,0.5]. To generate
the input for this task, we shift our input streams by 2 and divide them by 4 to ensure
the values are in the internal [0,0.5]. We calculate the performance of ESN and SCR
on this task by the test error measured by the normalized mean squared error (NMSE)
given by:
NMSE =
〈
(y(t)− ŷ(t))2
〉
var(ŷ(t))
. (8)
If the mean squared error of the output is larger than the variance of the target output
then NMSE > 1, in which case we consider the NMSE = 1 to simplify our analysis.
Once again we measure robustness with respect to the error as the ratio between the
error of a noisy system NMSE to the error of a noise free-system NMSE∗ as follows:
Γ ESNNMSE(v,λ ) =
NMSE∗(v,λ )
NMSE(v,λ ) and Γ
SCR
NMSE(v,r) =
NMSE∗(v,r)
NMSE(v,r)
, (9)
using NMSE(v,λ ) and NMSE(v,r) as shorthand for the performance of ESN with pa-
rameters v and λ , and the performance of SCR with parameters v and r, respectively.
4 Results
First we analyze the memory capacity in SCR and ESN under structural noise. All the
results in this section are the average value over 60 runs as described in Section 3. Fig-
ure 4a shows the memory capacity of SCR for reservoirs of size N = 50 without any
structural noise. The MC shows a nonlinear increase for increasing r and decreasing v
up to r = 0.8 and v = 0.1, where the MC reaches its maximum MC = 17.15. Figure 4b
shows the memory capacity of SCR under noisy conditions where at each time step a
single randomly chosen node is perturbed with a white noise with standard deviation
σ = 0.01. For suboptimal r and v, the noise distorts the memory of the system, result-
ing in lower memory capacity, whereas for optimal parameters, the memory capacity
increases due to the regularization effect of noise terms on the regression; in fact, at its
peak memory capacity is MC = 19.74. According to the ratio Γ SCRMC , shown in Figure 4c,
for r > 0.6 and v ≥ 0.1 the noise improves the memory capacity. Figure 4d shows the
memory capacity of ESNs of size N = 50 and connection fraction l = 0.2. Due to the
variation inside the reservoir, the memory capacity surface for ESNs is not as smooth
as the MC surface for SCRs. In ESNs, the memory capacity increases nonlinearly with
increasing λ and decreasing v and reaches its maximum MC = 17.15 at λ = 0.8 and
v = 0.1. Figure 4e shows the memory capacity of ESNs under noisy conditions. At
each step n = 10 connections are perturbed using a white noise of standard deviation
σ = 0.01 to achieve the same noise level as for SCR. The effect of noise in ESN is
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Fig. 4: Memory capacity (MC) in noise-free SCR (a) and SCR with structural noise (b). The ratio
Γ SCRMC (v,r) showing the overall variation of the MC between noisy and noise-free conditions (c).
MC in noise-free ESN (d) and ESN with structural noise (e). The ratio Γ ESNMC (v,λ ) showing the
overall variation of the MC between noisy and noise-free conditions (f). SCR memory is robust
to noise for r > 0.6 and v ≥ 0.1 and ESN memory is robust to noise for λ > 0.8 and v ≥ 0.1.
slightly higher. The memory capacity changes slowly from MC = 3.40 to its maximum
MC = 16.72 for λ = 0.9. According to Figure 4f for all v and λ > 0.8 the MC is not
decreased significantly in noisy conditions. In summary, both SCR and ESN are highly
robust to structural noise.
For the nonlinear computation NARMA10, we used SCRs of size N = 100 and
plotted the testing error as a function of v and r (Figure 5a). The best observed SCR
performance (NMSE = 0.16) occurs for r = 0.9 and v = 0.1. Figure 5b shows the per-
formance of noisy SCRs for which at every time step n = 2 connections are perturbed
with a white noise with standard deviation σ = 0.01. For low r and any v the sys-
tem performs poorly with NMSE ≈ 0.8. For r > 0.4, there is a sharp drop in NMSE
and the system achieves an average optimal error of NMSE = 0.16 for r = 0.9 and
v = 0.1. Figure 5c shows the general effect of noise on SCR performance using the
ratio Γ SCRNMES. We observe that for all v = 0.1 and for r = 0.4 this significantly reduces
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Fig. 5: Performance of ESN and SCR in solving the NARMA10 task measured using NMSE. The
NMSE in noise-free SCR (a) and SCR with structural noise (b). The ratio Γ SCRNMSE(v,r) showing
the overall variation of the performance between noisy and noise-free conditions (c). NMSE in
noise-free ESN (d) and ESN with structural noise (e). The ratio Γ ESNNMSE(v,λ ) showing the overall
variation of the performance between noisy and noise-free conditions (f). For r > 0.8, the SCR
nonlinear task solving performance is completely robust to structural noise. ESN performance is
also robust to noise for a critical spectral radius λ > 0.8.
the performance to below 50% of the original values while for r > 0.8 the performance
is virtually unaffected. Figure 5d shows the performance result of NARMA10 task for
noise-free ESNs of size N = 100 and connection fraction l = 0.2. Similar to SCRs,
the optimal performance is in the region λ = 0.9 and v = 0.1 with an average error of
NMSE = 0.16. To test the performance of noisy ESNs when computing the NARMA10
task, n = 40 reservoir connections are perturbed at each time step using identical white
noise as before to achieve the same noise level. Figure 5e shows the result of this ex-
periment. The optimal spectral radius for noisy ESN does not change (λ = 0.9 with
average error NMSE = 0.19). However, performance is very sensitive to spectral radius
and for λ < 0.8 shows a sharp increase in error. The effect of noise on the ESNs is
summarized in Figure 5f. Networks with spectral radius λ = 0.5 are affected the most
and networks with λ = 0.9 are robust. Compared with SCR, ESN is more sensitive to
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Fig. 6: Performance on the NARMA10 task as a function of standard deviation of noise σ . Under
fixed size N = 100, networks with higher connection fraction l lose their performance more
quickly than sparser networks (a). Under fixed connection fraction l = 0.1, the performance does
not show significant sensitivity to network size as the noise level increases.
noise. We can summarize the comparison between SCRs and ESNs using the following
aggregate measures:
̂NMSESCR = ∑
v∈V
∑
r∈R
NMSE(v,r), ̂NMSEESN = ∑
v∈V
∑
λ∈Λ
NMSE(v,λ ), (10)
and aggregate measures:
Γ̂ SCRNMSE = ∑
v∈V
∑
r∈R
log(Γ SCRNMSE(v,r)), Γ̂ ESNNMSE = ∑
v∈V
∑
λ∈Λ
log(Γ ESNNMSE(v,λ )). (11)
For noise-free systems ̂NMSESCR = 28.71 and ̂NMSEESN = 32.02, showing that
SCR outperforms ESN by 10.3%. For noisy systems, ̂NMSESCR = 36.10 and ̂NMSEESN =
42.62 which suggests the simple structure of SCR makes it perform 15% better than
ESN in noisy environment. Finally, Γ̂ SCRNMSE = −17.40 and Γ̂ ESNNMSE = −25.74, indicating
that SCRs are 1.47 times more robust than ESNs for nonlinear task solving over the
parameter space that we studied.
Finally, we studied the sensitivity of ESN performance in the NARMA10 task un-
der different noise levels σ , different network size N, and reservoir sparsity l (Figure 6).
For fixed network size, as we increase the connection fraction, the error increases more
quickly as a function of noise (Figure 6a). This is expected since in denser networks,
variations in the state of one node propagate to many downstream nodes. We hypoth-
esize that if we control for node out-degree, we can contain this effect. We did not
find any significant variation in the performance of networks with different sizes as a
function of changing noise σ (Figure 6b).
5 Discussion
We used theoretical models to investigate robustness of reservoir computing as an ap-
proach to computation in emerging nanoscale and self-assembled devices. An example
of such networks is Atomic switch networks (ASN). These were based on a technology
developed by Terabe et al. [31] aimed at reducing the cost and energy consumption of
electronic devices. They can achieve a memory density of 2.5 Gbit cm−2 without any
optimization, and a switching frequency of 1 GHz. Recently, Sillin et al. [32] combined
bottom-up self-assembly and top-down patterning to self-assemble ASN. These net-
works are formed using deposition of silver on pre-patterned copper seeds. They have
a three-dimensional structure that contains cross-bar-like junctions, and can be trans-
formed into metal-insulator-metal (MIM) atomic switches in the presence of external
bias voltage [32]. The morphology of this self-assembled network can be directed by
the pitch and the size of the copper seeds, which control the density and wire lengths,
respectively. We studied ESN and SCR with varying connection fraction, input weights,
and spectral radius to model the controllable variables in ASNs. We also used a white
noise to model variations in the electrical properties of nanowire networks due to radi-
ation or thermal noise. The normal distribution is known to be suitable to model varia-
tions in nanoscale devices [30]. We showed that one can use the dynamical properties
of a self-assembled system to perform computation without changing the microscopic
structure of the system itself. The only modification to the structure of ESN and SCR
is to adjust the spectral radius and therefore dynamical regime of the system, which
is independent of the specific computation and can be done using external control sig-
nals [33].
6 Conclusions
We presented reservoir computing as an alternative approach to randomly assembled
computers for implementing computation on top of emerging nanoscale computing sub-
strates. Using RC, we can compute with such devices assuming only enough connectiv-
ity in the system to propagate signals from the input to the output. This approach elimi-
nates the need for control signals and redundancy for programming and fault-tolerance
in emerging architectures, which simplifies its implementation and makes the training
more efficient. In addition, because the programming takes place in the output layer, the
same device can be used to compute multiple functions simultaneously. We showed that
the system resists noise in the interaction between nodes. This is a surprising feature be-
cause structural change in the system affects the long-term dynamics of the network.
In RC with full input-output connectivity, the performance of SCR is similar to ESN.
However, with sparse input-output connectivity the readout layer only has limited ob-
servation of the reservoir dynamics, therefore the dynamics of different nodes in the
reservoir have to be as independent as possible to represent independent spatiotempo-
ral features of the input signal. In ESN, the reservoir nodes have more interactions and
therefore their dynamics are more correlated resulting in a lower performance. In addi-
tion, with higher interactions between nodes, noise in a single connection can propagate
to several other nodes, which distorts the dynamics of the ESN. In SCR, on the other
hand, each node is only connected to one downstream node which limits the propaga-
tion of noise to only one other node. This result in higher robustness to noise in SCR.
In future work, we will study this hypothesis by controlling the out-degree of ESN
reservoir nodes. This is the first time RC has been used to solve nonlinear tasks with
sparse readout and structural noise. Exact characterization of performance and robust-
ness under varying sparsity and weight distribution conditions is left for future work.
Another future direction is implementation of a “detect-and-recompute” schema as a
fault-tolerance mechanism against one or more permanently failed nodes or connec-
tions.
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